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A

Add to Dictionary button, 99
adding
  buttons
    to Quick Access Toolbar (QAT), 281
    to Ribbon groups, 275, 279
    from Ribbon to Quick Access Toolbar, 283
charts, 234–235
columns in tables, 220
comments, 108
diagrams, 260–261
endnotes, 185
footers/footnotes, 180–181, 184
formulas to tables, 227
headers, 180–181
keyboard shortcuts, 284–285
line numbers to documents, 176–177
merge fields, 300–301
page borders, 194–195
page numbers to documents, 174–175
paragraph borders, 146–147
paragraph shading, 161
picture borders and effects, 257
pictures, 242–243
predefined groups to Ribbon tab, 270–271
rows to tables, 213, 218, 219
screenshots, 248–249
shading to cells in tables, 229
shapes and shape effects, 250–251, 257, 262
space between cells in tables, 223
special characters, 73
tabs, 142
text boxes, 252–253
text to diagrams and shapes, 261
watermarks, 192–193
WordArt, 240–241
adjusting
  cell borders in tables, 230–231
  color, 256
  column width, 87, 214–215
  font, 116
  formatting in paragraphs, 148–149
  margins, 164–165
  organization chart diagram layout, 263
  page color, 85
  page orientation, 171
  paragraph styles, 160
  row height of tables, 214–215
shape color, 251
text alignment in paragraphs, 132
text case, 120
text color, 121
text size, 117
aligning text
  in cells in tables, 228
  in paragraphs, 132
  vertically on pages, 170
Alignment Guide feature, 11, 255
antonyms, finding with Thesaurus, 102–103
applying
  artistic effects, 257
diagram styles, 263
document formatting, 196–197
font style sets, 123
formatting to paragraphs using Styles, 152–153
highlighting to text, 86, 124
strikethrough to text, 125
style to graphics, 257
text effects, 122
themes to pages, 196
apps, downloading from Office Store, 322–325
area charts, 236
arrows, 9, 65
assigning
  keyboard shortcuts, 275, 289
  names, 274, 275, 278
  QAT buttons, 289
AutoCorrect feature, 94–95
AutoText entries, 97
B
backgrounds, removing from images, 257
Backspace key, 53
Backstage view, 7, 27, 45
bar charts, 236
Behind Text button, 258
Bing, 85, 245
blogs, posting to, 310–311
boldface, 91, 118
bookmarks, displaying in documents, 59
borders
  adding
    to pages, 194–195
    to paragraphs, 146–147
    to pictures, 257
  changing in cells in tables, 230–231
building blocks organizer, 178–179
Index

bulleted lists, creating, 136–137
buttons. See also specific buttons
  adding
to Quick Access Toolbar (QAT), 281
to Ribbon groups, 279
from Ribbon to Quick Access Toolbar, 283
arrows, 9
assigning keyboard shortcuts to, 275
taskbar, 35
text wrapping, 258

case, changing for text, 120
cells (table)
  adding
    shading to cells, 229
    space between, 223
  aligning text in, 228
  changing borders, 230–231
  combining, 224
  setting margins, 222
  splitting, 225
charts. See tables and charts
Check for Errors button, 303
Clipboard (Office), 65
Close button, 6
closing
documents, 39
Word using gestures, 11
cloud, 312–313, 316–317, 318–319
color
  adjusting, 121, 256
  page, 85
  shape, 251
column breaks, creating, 199
column charts, 236
columns
  adding in tables, 220
  changing width, 87, 214–215
  deleting in tables, 221
combo charts, 237
commands, selecting, 8–9
comments, 87, 108–109, 112–113
comparing
documents side by side, 36–37
formatting in paragraphs, 150–151
Context menus, 13
customizing
  adding
    keyboard shortcuts, 284–285
    predefined groups to Ribbon tab, 270–271
creating
  address block for mail merge, 294–295
  bulleted lists, 136–137
  column breaks, 199
  envelopes, 297
greetings for mail merge, 295
hyperlinks, 308–309
labels for mail merge, 298–303
letters for mail merge, 292–297
macros, 286–287
mailing lists, 293
newspaper columns, 198–199
numbered lists, 136–137
quick columns, 198
Quick Parts entries, 96
Ribbon groups, 272–275
Ribbon tabs, 276–279
tables, 212–213
cropping pictures, 256
definitions, finding, 84, 104
Delete key, 52
Index

deleting. See also removing
  columns in tables, 221
  comments, 109
  endnotes, 187
  equations, 75
  footnotes, 187
  page breaks, 167
  pictures, 243
  rows in tables, 219
  shapes, 262, 263
  tables, 213
  tabs, 143
  text, 52–53
  WordArt, 241
diagrams, 260–263
dialog box launcher, 6
Dictionary app, activating, 324–325
disabling
grammar and spell checking, 100–101
  Mini toolbar, 13
  sharing, 321
displaying
  antonyms, 102–103
  bookmarks in documents, 59
  count statistics, 93
  formatting marks, 138
  Office Clipboard, 65
  Reviewing pane, 110
  Ribbon buttons, 268–269
  rulers, 139
  synonyms, 102–103
  word count, 92
document area, 6
documents
  adding page numbers to, 174–175
  applying formatting to, 196–197
  closing, 39
  collapsing content, 158–159
  comparing side by side, 36–37
  converting from prior versions, 46–47
  counting words in, 92–93
  displaying bookmarks in, 59
  e-mailing, 306–307
  expanding content, 158–159
  inspecting before sharing, 40–41
  marking as final, 44–45
  moving around in, 16–17
  opening
    of another format, 30–31
    in the cloud, 316–317
    Word, 28–29
  previewing, 202–203
  properties, 38
  protected, 42–43
  reopening unsaved, 22–23
  saving
    to the cloud, 318–319
    combined, 113
    to computer, 20–21, 24, 25
  sharing, 313, 320–321
  starting new, 32–33
  switching
    between open, 34–35
    between Ribbon and, 9
    views, 68
  tracking changes during review, 105
  updating, 313
  views, 68, 69
Documents Inspector, 41
downloading apps from Office Store, 322–325
Draft view, 69
drag and drop, moving or copying text with, 61
drawing outlines, 257

E
Edit Wrap Points button, 258
editing
  blog accounts within Word, 311
  footnotes/endnotes, 186–187
  text. See text
  WordArt, 241
e-mailing documents, 306–307
  endnotes, 184–189
  envelopes, 206–207, 297
  Envelopes and Labels dialog box, 207
  equations, 74–75
  Even Page option, 173, 183

F
files, searching for, 29. See also specific formats
find and replace, 91
finding
  AutoText entries, 97
  definitions, 104
  footnotes/endnotes, 186
  synonyms/antonyms with Thesaurus, 102–103
flipping graphics, 256
font. See also text
   applying style sets, 123
   changing, 116
   setting default, 128–129
footers and footnotes, 180–189
formats, 63, 253. See also specific formats
formatting
   charts in Word, 235
   customizing display of marks, 266
   pages. See pages
   paragraphs. See paragraphs
   tables, 232–233
text. See text
formulas, adding to tables, 227

G
gestures, closing Word using, 11
grammar and spell checking, 98–99, 100–101
graphics. See also pictures
   adding
      pictures, 242–243
      screenshots, 248–249
      shapes, 250–251
      text boxes, 252–253
      WordArt, 240–241
diagrams, 260–263
flipping, 256
inserting
   online pictures, 244–245
   online videos, 246–247
   modification techniques, 256–257
   moving, 254, 255
   resizing, 255
   rotating, 256
   text wrapping, 258–259

H
handles, 255
headers and headings, 70–71, 159, 180–183
height, changing in rows in tables, 214–215
hiding
   Ribbon buttons, 268–269
   Ribbon tabs, 279
   rulers, 139
highlighting text, 86, 124
hyperlinks, creating, 308–309

I
images. See pictures
In Front of Text button, 258
In Line with Text button, 258
indenting, 129, 140–141
Insert Address Block dialog box, 295
Insert mode, 50–51
inserting
   blank lines, 54
   comments, 87
   equations, 74
   frequently used text automatically, 96–97
   line breaks, 54
   online pictures, 244–245
   online videos, 246–247
   page breaks, 166–167
   Quick Parts entries, 97
   rows in tables, 219
   section breaks, 172–173
   symbols, 72–73
   table of contents, 190
   tables, 212–213
text, 50–51
insertion point, 16–17
installing apps, 322–323
italic text, 91, 118

K
keyboard
   inserting page breaks with, 167
   selecting
      commands with, 8
      text with, 57
   switching between
      documents and Ribbon with, 9
   Insert mode and Overtype mode, 51
keyboard shortcuts
   adding, 284–285
   assigning, 275, 289

L
Label Options dialog box, 299
labels
   creating for mail merge, 298–303
   previewing for mail merge, 301–303
   printing for mail merge, 301–303
   selecting formats for mail merge, 298–299
   setting up to print, 208–209
layout, for organization chart diagram, 263
leader characters, adding to tabs, 144–145
letters, creating for mail merge, 292–297
line breaks, inserting, 54
line charts, 236
lines
adding numbers to documents, 176–177
indenting, 129
inserting blank, 54
setting spacing, 133–135
locking tracking, 106

M
macros, 286–289
Macros dialog box, 288
mail merge, 292–303
mailing lists, creating, 293
margins, 164–165, 222
“Marked As Final” status, 45
marking, 44–45, 109, 138
mass mailing tools, 292–303
menus, moving or copying text with, 61
Merriam-Webster Dictionary pane, 325
Microsoft account, 323
Mini toolbar, 12
mistakes, correcting, 94–95, 98
Modify Location dialog box, 27
mouse, selecting commands with, 9
Move with Text/Fix Position on Page button, 258
moving
around in documents, 16–17
graphics, 254, 256
objects on tablet PCs, 11
Quick Access Toolbar (QAT), 280
Ribbon groups, 273
selections, 64–65
tables, 216
tabs, 143
text, 60–61

N
names, 274, 275, 278
Navigation pane, 70–71, 89
newspaper columns, creating, 198–199
noncontiguous text, 57
numbered lists, creating, 136–137

O
objects, 11, 76–77
Odd Page option, 173, 183
Office 2013, 4, 312
Office 2013 On Demand, 313
Office Clipboard, 65
Office Online, 5, 312, 314–317
Office Online indicator, 6
Office Store, 313, 322–325
online pictures, inserting, 244–245
online videos, inserting, 246–247
opening
cloud documents, 316–317
dialog box showing unsaved documents, 23
documents of another format, 30–31
new documents, 32–33
protected documents, 43
Word 2013, 4–5
Word documents, 28–29
Word on tablet PCs, 10
XPS files, 31
OpenType fonts, 123
operating system, 4
orientation, changing for pages, 171
orphan, 169
Outline view, 69
outlines, drawing, 257
Overtype mode, 50–51

P
page breaks, inserting, 166–167
Page Layout tools, setting page margins using, 164
Page Setup dialog box, 205
pages
adding
endnotes, 185
footers and footnotes, 180–181, 184
headers, 180–181
line numbers to documents, 176–177
page borders, 194–195
page numbers to documents, 174–175
watermarks, 192–193
adjusting
color, 85
margins, 164–165
orientation, 171
aligning text vertically, 170
applying document formatting, 196–197
building blocks organizer, 178–179
controlling text flow and pagination, 168–169
correcting footnotes to endnotes, 188–189
cropping, 256
deleting footnotes/endnotes, 187
deleting footnotes/endnotes, 186–187
deleting footnotes/endnotes, 186
finding footnotes/endnotes, 186
generating table of contents, 190–191
inserting
  page breaks, 166–167
  section breaks, 172–173
navigating using, 71
using different headers/footers within document, 182–183
pagination, controlling, 168–169
painting border styles, 230
paragraph marks, find and replace, 91
paragraphs
  adding
    borders, 146–147
    shading, 161
  adjusting
    formatting, 148–149
    styles, 160
    text alignment, 132
applying formatting using Styles, 152–153
collapsing document content, 158–159
comparing formatting, 150–151
creating bulleted/numbered lists, 136–137
displaying
  formatting marks, 138
  rulers, 139
expanding document content, 158–159
hiding rulers, 139
indenting, 140–141
reviewing formatting, 148–149
saving formatting in Styles, 156–157
setting
  line spacing, 133–135
  tabs, 142–145
starting a new, 54
switching styles, 154–155
password, 107
Paste Options, 63, 66–67
PDF files, 25, 77, 307
personal settings, 312
Picture Watermark option, 193
pictures
  adding
    about, 242–243
    borders, 257
    effects, 257
correcting, 256
cropping, 256
deleting, 243
removing backgrounds, 257
pie charts, 236
playing inserted videos, 247
points, 117
positioning diagrams, 261
posting to blogs, 310–311
precise indents, setting, 141
previewing
  documents, 202–203
  labels for mail merge, 301–303
  letters for mail merge, 295–297
Print Layout view, 69
Printed Watermark dialog box, 193
printer margin settings, 165
printing
  about, 202–203
  on different paper sizes, 204–205
endnotes, 187
envelopes, 206–207
labels for mail merge, 301–303
previewing, 202–203
revisions, 111
setting up labels, 208–209
processor speed, 4
proofreading
  automatically correcting mistakes, 94–95
  automatically inserting frequently used text, 96–97
  checking spelling and grammar, 98–99
  combining reviewers’ comments, 112–113
  comments, 108–109
  counting words in documents, 92–93
  disabling grammar and spell checking, 100–101
  finding
    definitions, 104
    synonyms/antonyms with Thesaurus, 102–103
  locking tracking, 106
Read Mode view, 84–87
reviewing tracked changes, 110–111
searching for text, 88–89
substituting text, 90–91
tracking document changes during review, 105
unlocking tracking, 107
properties, of documents, 38
Protect Document button, 45
protected documents, 42–43
public domain, 245
Index

Q
QAT (Quick Access Toolbar), 6, 280–283
QAT buttons, assigning, 289
Quick Access Toolbar (QAT), 6, 280–283
quick columns, creating, 198
quick indents, setting, 140
Quick Parts entries, 96–97

R
radar charts, 237
Read Mode view, 69, 84–87
recipients, identifying for mail merge, 292–294, 299–300
Record Macro dialog box, 287
removing. See also deleting
borders from table cells, 231
headers/footers, 181
image backgrounds, 257
paragraph borders, 147
Quick Parts entries, 97
table formatting design, 233
text formatting, 127
Reset Window Position button, 37
resetting Quick Access Toolbar (QAT), 281
resizing
diagrams, 261
graphics, 255
tables, 217
restoring
defaults to Ribbon, 271
information, 41
Reveal Formatting pane, 151
reviewing
changes, 110–111
comments, 108
formatting in paragraphs, 148–149
information in Documents Inspector, 41
tracked changes, 110–111
Reviewing pane, displaying, 110
revisions, printing, 111
Ribbon
about, 6
adding
buttons to groups, 275, 279
buttons to Quick Access Toolbar from, 283
predefined groups to tabs, 270–271
assigning names to groups and tabs, 274, 275
buttons, 60, 166, 268–269
creating groups and tabs, 272–279
toggling between documents and, 9
rotating graphics, 256
rows
adding to tables, 213, 218, 219
changing height of tables, 214–215
deleting in tables, 219
rulers, 139, 141
running
macros, 288–289
Spell Checker, 98–99
Same Style check box, 135
Save As command, 47
saving
automatic, 23, 27
to the cloud, 318–319
combined documents, 113
to computer, 20–21, 24, 25
equations, 75
paragraph formatting in Styles, 156–157
setting options for, 26–27
scatter (XY) charts, 237
screens, swiping, 11
screenshots, 248–249
scroll bar, 6
Search Document box, 71
searching, 29, 88–89
section breaks, inserting, 172–173
selecting
commands, 8–9
label formats for mail merge, 298–299
text, 56–57
selections, moving or copying, 64–65
setting(s)
cell margins in tables, 222
default font, 128–129
line spacing, 133–135
options, 26–27, 80
personal, 312
precise indents, 141
quick indents, 140
search options, 89
tabs, 142–145
shading, 161, 229
shapes, 250–251, 257, 261, 262, 263
sharing
  documents, 40–41, 313, 320–321
  text between documents, 62–63
Show Notes button, 189
signing in, to Office Online, 5, 312, 314–315, 317
signing out
  of Office Online, 315
  of SkyDrive, 327
size
  changing for text, 117
  printing paper, 204–205
SkyDrive, 27, 312, 326–327. See also cloud
SmartArt, 260–261
sorting styles, 155
special characters, 73, 91
Spell Checker, running, 98–99, 100–101
splitting, in tables, 225, 226
Square button, 258
status bar, 6, 267
stock charts, 237
Stop Protection button, 43
strikethrough, applying to text, 125
Style Based On option, 157
Style set, applying to pages, 197
styles
  applying
    formatting to paragraphs using, 152–153
    to graphics, 257
  border, 230
  diagram, 263
  modifying in paragraphs, 160
  saving paragraph formatting in, 156–157
  switching in paragraphs, 154–155
  in table of contents, 192
Styles Gallery, applying formatting using, 152
Styles pane, 155
subscript, 119
substituting text, 90–91
superscript, 119
surface charts, 237
swiping screens, 11
switching
  document views, 68
  between documents and Ribbon, 9
  between open documents, 34–35
  paragraph styles, 154–155
Symbol Gallery, 72–73
symbols, inserting, 72–73
synchronizing, 319
synonyms, finding with Thesaurus, 102–103
system requirements (website), 4
T
  table cell, 213
  table of contents, generating, 190–191
tables and charts
  adding
    charts, 234–235
    columns in tables, 220
    formulas to tables, 227
    rows to tables, 213, 218, 219
    shading to cells in tables, 229
    space between cells in tables, 223
  aligning text in cells in tables, 228
  changing
    cell borders in tables, 230–231
    row height/column width of tables, 214–215
  chart concepts, 236–237
  combining cells in tables, 224
  creating tables, 212–213
  deleting
    columns in tables, 221
    rows in tables, 219
  deleting tables, 213
  formatting tables, 232–233
  moving tables, 216
  resizing tables, 217
  setting cell margins in tables, 222
  splitting
    cells in tables, 225
    tables, 226
tablet PCs, using Word 2013 on, 10–11
tabs, 91, 142–145
Tabs dialog box, 145
taskbar buttons, 35
templates, 33
testing keyboard shortcuts, 285
text
  adding to diagrams and shapes, 261
  adjusting
    alignment in paragraphs, 132
    case, 120
    color, 121
    font, 116
    size, 117
  aligning
    in cells in tables, 228
    in paragraphs, 132
    vertically on pages, 170
text (continued)

applying
- effects, 122
- font style sets, 123
- highlighting, 124
- strikethrough, 125

bold, 118
controlling flow of, 168–169
copying formatting, 126
deleting, 52–53
document views, 68, 69
typing text, 14

entering, 14–15
equations, 74–75
in footers, 181
in headers, 181
highlighting, 86, 124
inserting, 50–51, 54, 72–73
italic, 118
marking and finding your place, 58–59
moving or copying, 60–61, 64–65

Navigation pane, 70–71
noncontiguous, 57
Paste Options, 66–67
removing formatting, 127
searching for, 88–89
selecting, 56–57
setting default font, 128–129
setting options for additional actions, 80
sharing between documents, 62–63

subscript, 119
substituting, 90–91
superscript, 119
switching document views, 68

translating, 79
underline, 118
undoing changes, 55
using additional actions, 81
wrapping, 199
zooming, 76–78
text boxes, adding, 252–253
text wrapping, around graphics, 258–259
themes, applying to pages, 196–197
Thesaurus, finding synonyms/antonyms with, 102–103
Through button, 258
Tight button, 258
title bar, 6
Top and Bottom button, 258
tracked changes, 105–107, 110–111

translating text, 79
TrueType fonts, 123
typing text, 14

U
underline, 118
Undo feature, 53, 55
unlocking tracking, 107

V
video (online), inserting, 246–247
views, 7, 27, 45, 68, 69, 84–87

W
watermarks, adding, 192–193
Web App, 312, 326–327
Web Layout view, 69

widow, 169
width, changing in columns in tables, 214–215

window (Word 2013), 6
Windows 7, opening Word 2013 in, 5
Windows 8, opening Word from Start screen, 4–5
Windows taskbar, switching between documents using, 35
Word 97–2003, 24
Word 2003 macros, 287
Word 2007 macros, 287
Word 2010 macros, 287

Word 2013. See also specific topics
- formatting charts in, 235
- opening, 4–5
- sharing documents from, 320–321
- switching between documents using, 34
- using on tablet PCs, 10–11
- window, 6

Word Count feature, 92, 93

Word Web App, 312, 326–327

WordArt, adding, 240–241
words, counting in documents, 92–93
wrapping text, 199

X
XPS files, 25, 31
XY (scatter) charts, 237

Z
zooming, 76–78